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Can one person change the world? Sometimes yes. That’s why Galileo is such a __________ figure. He 

__________ our understanding of the world and taught us the importance of science.  Galileo’s story begins in 

Italy in __________ . He was a math teacher. One day, he heard about an invention. It was a telescope. It didn’t 

work especially well, so he __________ the glass to increase the zoom power.

He gazed into space and studied stars, planets and moons. He watched them __________ orbits and discovered 

__________ . When he combined this knowledge with math, he created __________ .  He wrote __________ 

books. His first one in __________ was called Starry Messenger. It made him a celebrity. People loved reading 

about distant stars that were not __________ .

Not everyone enjoyed his books. The Catholic Church thought they were __________ . And that was a problem. 

The Church was powerful. Disagreeing with or __________ its rules, stories or philosophy was considered a 

serious offence. __________ of the Church were injured or killed.  Church leaders declared Earth the centre of 

the __________ . How did they know that? Because of some sentences in the Bible. That was the __________ .

Galileo had a different opinion. Earth was not the centre. How did he know that? He developed __________ 

based on scientific principles and knowledge. In 1616, the Church issued a __________ to Galileo. Stop writing 

books that say the sun is the centre of the universe.

For years, Galileo agreed, but in __________ he published another book. He used science to say some Church 

stories were __________ . Science, not the Bible, helps us understand the world.

Catholic leaders were angry. They forced Galileo to __________ he was mistaken. If he refused, he would be 

tortured. Galileo agreed, but he did not believe it. The Church put him under house __________ for the rest 

of his life. He died ten years later in __________ .  Galileo wanted to tell the truth based on __________ and 

proof, not fear and stories. Because of his achievements, science was able to __________ great things in the years 

ahead. And it’s all thanks to a man with a __________ .

1. transform a. proposition

2. modify b. revolutionize

3. proof  c. alter

4. theory d. individual

5. figure   e. validation

1. Galileo invented the telescope.  T or F

2. Galileo argued Earth was not the centre of the universe.  T or F

3. Astronomy was invented by Galileo.  T or F

4. The Catholic Church tried to censor Galileo.  T or F

5. The Catholic Church welcomed critical thinking.  T or F

Galileo

Gap fill
Listen to the story and fill in the blanks. 

True or false
Choose the correct answer.

Synonym match
Match the words or phrases.
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1. principles / theories / knowledge / based / on / developed / scientific / and / He

2. he / an / about / One / invention / heard / day

3. admit / Galileo / was / mistaken / he / They / forced / to

4. patterns / them / orbits / discovered / He / and / reveal / watched

5. reading / about / visible / not / loved / People / that / were / distant / stars
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1. What kind of story is this?

2. What improvements did Galileo make to the 

telescope?

3. Describe how Galileo was a critical thinker.

4. Was the Church right to punish Galileo?

5. Was Galileo great?

6. Do you think people are free to express ideas 

that go against the dominant narrative?

Galileo

Anagrams
Move letters. Make a new word. 

ESL discussion questions
Talk about the story

Writing practice
Put the words in the correct order.
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